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Deadlines
During LCWS2012, the deadlines for the finalization of the DBD were firmed up:
• Final draft for review at PAC: Nov. 30, 2012

• After Nov 30, 2012, no new material should be added to the document,
except if explicitly requested by PAC/ IDAG
• Final delivery of the finished document: January 31, 2012

It is understood that after the Nov. deadline we can continue to polish
and edit the draft, but make no fundamental changes.
It is also understood that we might have to update the results of the physics
benchmark analyses after the Nov. deadline

Benchmark Analyses
1. Today review state of the different analyses
2. Setup review groups for each analysis (2-3 people/ analysis?) who should
- Work with the analysis group to understand the analysis
- Review and critically discuss the analysis in the spirit of an editorial board
- Review the note which should be written up to describe each of the
benchmark analyses.
3. The complete process should be finished in early January to be able to make an
impact on the draft before its final release end of January

ILD after the DBD
With the finalisation of the DBD ILD has delivered a major goal. The DBD will remain
the reference document on ILD for some time to come (or possibly an ILD only
version extracted from the DBD – to be decided)
The new organization led by Lynn Evans will define new goals and work out which
steps to take next.
Within ILD we should clarify our goals and our priorities
- Which role do we see for ILD over the next few years
- How do we see the relation between ILD and the R&D groups in the future
- What is our take on the next step
We want to start this discussion within ILD:
- within ILD structures
- with the ILD partners (R&D groups etc)
- eventually in person

